A frequency-domain thermoreflectance method for the characterization of thermal properties
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A frequency-domain thermoreflectance method for measuring the thermal properties of homogenous materials and submicron films is described. The method can simultaneously determine the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of a sample, provided the thermal diffusivity is $3 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}$, and can also simultaneously measure in-plane and cross-plane thermal conductivities, as well as the thermal boundary conductance between material layers. Two implementations are discussed, one based on an ultrafast pulsed laser system and one based on continuous-wave lasers. The theory of the method and an analysis of its sensitivity to various thermal properties are given, along with results from measurements of several standard materials over a wide range of thermal diffusivities. We obtain specific heats and thermal conductivities in good agreement with literature values, and also obtain the in-plane and cross-plane thermal conductivities for crystalline quartz.


I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in the thermal properties of thin films has led to the development of many noncontact measurement techniques based on photothermal phenomena. These can be roughly grouped into frequency-domain methods based on a modulated laser heating source and time-domain methods based on the time delay between pulses from a pulsed laser heating source, commonly called time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR). Advantages of the TDTR method include good sensitivity to thermal interfaces and conductivities of submicron thin films, and a straightforward laser spot geometry that leads to convenient data analysis. On the other hand, frequency-domain methods avoid the complexity associated with a mechanical delay stage and the high cost of a pulsed laser system.

In this work, we present a frequency-domain thermoreflectance (FDTR) method that combines the advantages of TDTR with the relative experimental simplicity of modulated photothermal methods. This is accomplished by using the same spot geometry and analysis approach as TDTR, while making frequency instead of time delay the independent experimental parameter. By varying the modulation frequency over a wide range (maximum 25 kHz–20 MHz), we obtain a frequency-domain measurement that yields the same parameters as TDTR with similar or improved sensitivity, including the thermal conductivity of homogenous materials and films in the submicron range and the thermal boundary conductance between layers. In addition, for samples with a thermal diffusivity $3 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^2/\text{s}$, FDTR can reliably extract thermal conductivity, boundary conductance, and the volumetric heat capacity of a sample simultaneously. Alternatively, a single measurement can yield both the in-plane and cross-plane thermal conductivities of a sample. The FDTR method can be implemented with an ultrafast pulsed laser system, allowing easy switching between FDTR and TDTR, or with continuous-wave (cw) lasers, allowing for a simpler, less expensive system without a mechanical delay stage.

We present the theory of the FDTR method for both cw and pulsed laser systems, and an analysis of its sensitivity to various thermal properties. We describe our particular implementation, based on an ultrafast pulsed Ti:sapphire system and demonstrate results from standard materials over a wide range of thermal diffusivities. Finally, we obtain specific heats and thermal conductivities in good agreement with literature values and also obtain both in-plane and cross-plane thermal conductivities for crystalline quartz.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Two possible experimental setups for FDTR are shown in Fig. 1. The first, in Fig. 1(a), is based on cw lasers. One laser passes through an electro-optic modulator (EOM) driven by a function generator and provides the modulated heating source. A lock-in amplifier records the amplitude and phase response of the reflected probe beam to the thermal wave, and these quantities are related back to the properties of the sample. In our method, we use the phase of the probe beam as the observable quantity since the amplitude at each frequency is affected by the frequency response of the detector and measurement cables.

The detector, the cables, the instruments, and the different optical path lengths taken by the beams also introduce a...
frequency-dependent phase shift into the measured signal. In order to determine the true phase of the pump beam impinging on the sample, a portion of the pump light after the EOM can be split off and sent to a reference photodetector that is identical to the primary photodetector. The reference photodetector serves as the reference for the lock-in amplifier. The optical path length between the reference detector and the EOM should be made equal to the sum of the path length between the EOM and the sample and the path length between the sample and the probe detector. The error introduced by path mismatch scales linearly with frequency; at 10 MHz modulation, a 1 cm difference in optical paths translates to a phase error of roughly 0.1°.

The second setup, shown in Fig. 1(b), is based on a pulsed laser and is similar to setups commonly used for TDTR. This is the arrangement we have used to generate all the data presented in this work. A Ti:sapphire laser emits a train of 150 fs long pulses at a repetition rate of 80 MHz. The center wavelength is 815 nm and the power per pulse is roughly 15 nJ. Each pulse is split into pump and probe pulses, and the probe pulses are delayed relative to the pump pulses with a mechanical stage. The pump beam passes through an EOM and bismuth triborate crystal that doubles the pump light frequency. Dielectric mirrors and color filters isolate the pump beam from the detector, allowing us to measure relatively rough samples since the filters are not affected by scattering of the pump beam into different polarizations and angles. More details on our setup are given elsewhere.14

Due to the high pulse repetition rate of the Ti-sapphire laser, in thermal measurements there is not sufficient time for the sample to return to equilibrium between laser pulses, and this ultimately introduces a thermal wave into the sample at the EOM modulation frequency.12,15,16 Like in the cw system, a lock-in amplifier records the amplitude and phase response of this thermal wave, and these quantities are related to the properties of the sample. In this setup, the reference detector approach can also be used to determine the pump beam phase, although a sharp low-pass filter would be needed to remove the harmonic response at the laser pulsing frequency. An alternative method is to adjust the phase of the lock-in at each frequency until the out-of-phase component of the signal is constant as the stage moves across the zero-delay time.12 This is the approach we employ in our system. The phase correction can be determined once over the range of modulation frequencies and then automatically added during subsequent measurements.

III. ANALYSIS

A. Theory

The ideal lock-in amplifier measures the fundamental harmonic component of the probe signal at the modulation frequency \( \omega_0 \) and rejects all other components. The output is the amplitude \( A \) and phase \( \phi \) of the fundamental component of the probe signal with respect to the reference wave. Mathematically, the solution can be expressed as a complex number \( Z(\omega_0) \) such that the output of the lock-in amplifier for a reference wave \( e^{i\omega_0 t} \) is given by

\[
A e^{i(\omega_0 t + \phi)} = Z(\omega_0) e^{i\omega_0 t}.
\]

In the case of pulsed pump and probe beams12,15

\[
Z(\omega_0) = \beta \sum_{k=\infty}^{\infty} H(\omega_0 + k\omega_s) e^{i\omega_s \tau},
\]

where \( \tau \) is the delay time between pump and probe pulses, \( \omega_s \) is the laser pulsing frequency, \( H(\omega_0) \) is the thermal frequency response of the sample weighted by the intensity of the probe beam, and \( \beta \) is a factor including the thermoreflectance coefficient of the sample and the power in the pump and probe beams. This result assumes the sample responds as a linear system and behaves as a continuum; these conditions are usually met for small temperature excursions and delay times greater than \( \sim 100 \) ps.

The weighted sample frequency response, \( H(\omega_0) \), is obtained by solving the heat diffusion equation for a Gaussian heat source (the pump beam) impinging on a multilayer stack of materials and weighting the resulting temperature distribution at the top surface by the Gaussian intensity distribution of the probe beam. A full treatment of this problem can be found elsewhere.12,15 Here we repeat the essential elements necessary to understand our results.
For a single slab of material in the frequency domain, the temperature \( \theta_b \) and heat flux \( f_b \) on the top side of the slab are related to the temperature \( \theta_t \) and heat flux \( f_t \) on the bottom side through

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\theta_b \\
f_b
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cosh(qd) & -\frac{1}{\sigma_c q} \sinh(qd) \\
-\sigma_c q \sinh(qd) & \cosh(qd)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\theta_t \\
f_t
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(3)

Here \( d \) is the layer thickness, \( \sigma_c \) the cross-plane thermal conductivity and

\[
q^2 = \frac{\sigma_c k^2 + \rho c i \omega}{\sigma_c},
\]

(4)

where \( \rho \) is the density, \( c \) is the specific heat capacity, and \( \sigma_r \) and \( \sigma_c \) are the radial and cross-plane thermal conductivities, respectively. The heat flux boundary condition at the top layer \( f_t \) is given by the Hankel transform of a Gaussian spot with power \( A_0 \) and \( 1/e^2 \) radius \( w_0 \)

\[
f_t = \frac{A_0}{2\pi} \exp\left(\frac{-k^2 w_0^2}{8}\right).
\]

(5)

Multiple layers are handled by multiplying the matrices for individual layers together

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\theta_b \\
f_b
\end{bmatrix} = M_n M_{n-1} \cdots M_1 \begin{bmatrix}
\theta_t \\
f_t
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(6)

where \( M_n \) is the matrix for the bottom layer. An interface conductance \( G \) is treated by taking the limit as the heat capacity of a layer approaches zero and choosing \( \sigma_c \) and \( d \) such that \( G = \sigma_c d \). If the bottom surface of the \( n \)th layer is assumed to be adiabatic, or if the \( n \)th layer is treated as semi-infinite, then in both cases Eq. (6) reduces to \( C \theta_l + D f_l = 0 \) and the surface temperature will be given by

\[
\theta_l = -\frac{D}{C} f_l.
\]

(7)

If the thickness of the bottom layer is greater than the thermal penetration depth at the lowest frequency \( \sqrt{2\alpha/\omega_0} \), where \( \alpha \) is the thermal diffusivity of the layer; then the semi-infinite boundary condition is an accurate description of the physical situation. Otherwise a finite thickness for the final layer must be used in the solution.

The final frequency response \( H(\omega) \) in real space is found by taking the inverse Hankel transform of Eq. (7) and weighting the result by the probe intensity distribution, which is taken as a Gaussian spot with \( 1/e^2 \) radius \( w_1 \) (Ref. 12)

\[
H(\omega) = \frac{A_0}{2\pi} \int_0^\infty k \left(\frac{-D}{C}\right) \exp\left[\frac{-k^2 w_0^2}{8}\right] dk.
\]

(8)

This result is inserted into Eq. (2). The measurement of individual materials physical properties is performed as an inverse problem, minimizing the error between the lock-in phase data and the phase of Eq. (2) via a nonlinear least-squares algorithm. When cw lasers are used instead of a pulsed laser, the thermal analysis is identical but instead of Eq. (2) we have

\[
Z(\omega_0) = \beta H(\omega_0).
\]

(9)
This latter result is explained by the fact that a different sensitivity to substrate thermal conductivity and heat capacity arises solely from radial heat transport. In the one-dimensional limit, the periodic thermal response depends only on the thermal effusivity of the substrate, \( \sqrt{kC} \). This is true for any multilayer system where the substrate layer is semi-infinite. When the thermal penetration depth is much smaller than the laser spot sizes, the periodic response approaches the one-dimensional limit and we cannot determine both \( k \) and \( C \) of the substrate. This effect is visible in Fig. 3, where at high frequencies, the sensitivities to \( k \) and \( C \) approach each other. The frequency where they begin to come together depends on the laser spot sizes and thermal penetration depth, which in turn depends on the thermal diffusivity of the substrate and the modulation frequency. We have found that we can reliably determine both substrate thermal conductivity and heat capacity if the difference in sensitivities is \( \geq 0.05 \) at the bottom of the frequency range. For a frequency range of 25 kHz–20 MHz and laser spot radii on the order of 10 \( \mu m \), this corresponds to a substrate thermal diffusivity \( \geq 3 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^2/\text{s} \). Also, because separation of the sensitivities arises from radial transport, we can only accurately determine both \( k \) and \( C \) if the substrate is nearly isotropic or has a known anisotropy.

Other modulated photothermal methods have been used to determine both the diffusivity and thermal conductivity of an absorbing film on a known substrate, either by varying the modulation frequency and assuming one-dimensional transport \(^4\) or by scanning the probe spot over the heated region and observing the phase change with probe spot position. \(^3\) Our approach works for an unknown substrate and does not require that the probe spot be scanned across the heated region. We have found that it is also possible to extract both \( k \) and \( C \) from a single TDTR measurement if the modulation frequency is sufficiently low. However, FDTR is significantly more robust for this purpose because changing frequency regimes has a stronger effect on the sensitivities than changing the delay time between laser pulses at a single frequency. We have found, however, that we can achieve similar results to FDTR by simultaneously fitting TDTR scans from two or more widely spaced frequencies (for example, 0.1, 1, and 10 MHz). This “hybrid” approach may in some cases be more convenient and offers the additional possibility of fitting TDTR measurements at successively lower frequencies to determine the properties of a layered or inhomogeneous material at different depths.

We now focus on the sensitivity of the measurement to radial thermal transport. As discussed above, at low frequencies, the thermal penetration depth is comparable to the focused laser spots sizes, typically \(~10 \mu m\) and radial transport becomes a factor. At high frequencies, the measurement approaches a one-dimensional solution and only cross-plane thermal conductivity matters. Previously, it was shown how multiple TDTR measurements at different frequencies could be used to measure anisotropic thermal conductivity. \(^15\) Here, we consider the sensitivity of a single FDTR measurement to anisotropic thermal conductivity.

Figure 4 shows the sensitivity parameter \( S_x \) for \( x=\sigma_r \), the cross-plane thermal conductivity \( \sigma_r \), the radial or in-plane thermal conductivity, and \( G \), the metal-substrate thermal boundary conductance, calculated for single-crystal quartz.
IV. SAMPLE RESULTS

Figure 5 shows sample data and best-fit curves for 100 nm of Al on silicon, sapphire, and Pyrex glass. To give a visual indication of the sensitivity, solutions are also shown when the substrate thermal conductivity is varied ±25%. Results obtained by varying heat capacity ±25% have a different shape but are of similar magnitude. These curves are omitted for clarity. For sapphire and silicon samples, both laser spots had a 6 μm 1/e² radius while for the Pyrex sample the pump spot size was doubled to minimize radial conduction in the metal layer. For the sapphire and silicon samples, the free parameters in the fitting were the thermal conductivity of the substrate, volumetric heat capacity of the substrate, and the Al-substrate thermal boundary conductance. For Pyrex, only one of these three, thermal conductivity, was obtained. The best-fit values are summarized in Table I. Conductivities and heat capacities are within 10% of accepted literature values. The interface conductances are highly dependent on sample surface properties and deposition conditions, but are still in line with previously reported values.

Fitting was performed using a nonlinear least-squares routine, which requires an initial guess to determine the values of the free parameters that minimize the error between the model and data. In order to gauge the robustness of our results, particularly in three-parameter fits, we used several initial guesses and verified that the fitting routine returned the same set of best-fit values. For example, when fitting sapphire, we used the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of silicon, Pyrex and quartz as initial guesses and obtained the same best-fit values in all cases.

In Fig. 6 we show data and the best-fit result for 100 nm of Al on single-crystal quartz with the c-axis parallel to the optical axis. In this case, we are interested in obtaining both the in-plane thermal conductivity $\sigma_r$ and cross-plane thermal conductivity $\sigma_z$, so we choose as our three free parameters $\sigma_r$, $\sigma_z/\sigma_r$, and the interface conductance. Best-fit values obtained are 10.6 W/mK for thermal conductivity parallel to the c-axis and 6.5 W/mK perpendicular to the c-axis, both within 10% of accepted values. As described above for the previous results, we varied our starting guess values considerably and always converged on the same best-fit values. Dashed lines in Fig. 6 indicate solutions obtained by varying $\sigma_r/\sigma_z$ by ±25%. As expected from the sensitivity analysis shown in Fig. 4, the solution is only sensitive to conductivity anisotropy at low frequencies.

![Figure 5](https://example.com/figure5.png)

**FIG. 5.** (Color online) Sample phase data and best-fit curves for three substrates: (a) silicon, (b) sapphire, and (c) Pyrex glass. Also shown are solutions obtained by varying substrate thermal conductivity by ±25%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$k$ (W/m K)</th>
<th>$C$ ($10^6$ J/m³ K)</th>
<th>$G$ (MW/m² K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silicon</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sapphire</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrex</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I.** Best-fit values obtained from the data in Fig. 5.

![Figure 6](https://example.com/figure6.png)

**FIG. 6.** (Color online) Phase data and best fit for single-crystal quartz with the c-axis parallel to the optical axis. Also shown are solutions obtained by varying ratio of in-plane to cross-plane substrate thermal conductivity by ±25%.
Several factors need to be considered to obtain accurate results from an FDTR measurement. The most significant of these is the presence of odd harmonic components of the fundamental frequency in the measured signal, due to the fact that radio-frequency lock-in amplifiers typically incorporate a square wave mixer. Contributions of only a few percent from the third, fifth, or seventh harmonic are enough to severely distort the measurement. One solution is to remove the harmonics with a bandpass or low-pass filter placed between the photodiode and the lock-in. However, this requires the filter to be changed with the frequency. Another option which we employ is to adjust the waveform driving the EOM until the odd harmonics are minimized while observing the frequency-domain photodiode signal in real time on an oscilloscope. We performed TDTR measurements with resonant filters at specific frequencies and verified that the results matched those performed with the waveform approach using a sine wave with a carefully chosen offset and amplitude.

Another important factor is the focused size of the pump and probe spots. Again using sapphire as an example, in Fig. 7 we show the sensitivity of the solution to the spot size and, for reference, substrate thermal conductivity. Both spots are taken as having a 6 μm 1/e² radius. At low frequencies the sensitivity to the spot radius is nearly as large as sensitivity to thermal conductivity. We measure the focused spots using a two-axis scanning-slit beam profiler with an accuracy of better than 0.5 μm. In addition, we used a pair of cylindrical lenses to correct the ellipticity of our laser to better than 0.9.

Because the mechanical stage can remain stationary during the measurement, it is not necessary to correct for the divergence of the probe beam at different delay times. As in TDTR, the total heat capacity of the deposited metal layer (C×thickness) and film quality have a strong influence on the result and should be determined as accurately as possible with picosecond acoustics, a very well-characterized deposition chamber, or a reference sample placed by the sample of interest during the deposition run.

Finally, the analysis we have presented assumes that material properties are independent of frequency over the range of the experiment. While this is usually true, for certain materials such as semiconductor alloys such as SiGe and InGaAs, there may be a reduction in thermal conductivity at frequencies as low as 1 MHz. In these cases, options include reducing the upper frequency limit of the measurement, incorporating a frequency-dependent thermal conductivity into the model, or using a time-domain approach such as TDTR to determine the thermal conductivity at specific frequencies.

**VI. SUMMARY**

A FDTR method has been presented for measuring thermal properties of homogenous samples and thin films, using the same spot geometry and data analysis approach as TDTR but with frequency instead of time as the changing experimental parameter. The method can simultaneously determine the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of a sample, provided the thermal diffusivity is ≥3×10⁻⁶ m²/s, and it can be used to simultaneously measure both in-plane and cross-plane thermal conductivities. Two possible setups for FDTR were presented: one based on a pulsed laser that allows fast switching to time-domain thermoreflectance and one based on cw lasers that is simpler and less expensive. An analysis of the method’s sensitivity to various properties and potential sources of error was provided and sample results were presented demonstrating good agreement with literature values.
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